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with this fellow he had had an inkling of something in the
wind in connection with him, something likely to affect the
course of his own life.
It was this, then, rather than any new and disturbing rapport
between Thuella and Wizzie, that Glymes had been hiding
from him in its lap, waiting for the moment of revelation.
"What are you writing now?" The words came naturally
and spontaneously from the man's mouth, but they struck No-
man's ear with a sharp and naked impact, struck it as if he had
just taken off a diver's helmet and along with the helmet had
put away from him the humming and drumming weight of
fathoms of deep-sea water!
"The truth is," he said to himself, "that damned elderberry
wine has gone to my head," and he hugged the parcel closely,
crumpling the pretty lady's outmoded gown mercilessly against
his ribs. "I'm trying my hand at a romance about Dorchester,"
he replied, and his own voice rung harsh and sour in his ears,
like some acrid, dusty sound on a hot early afternoon on a
suburban road, "and I'm making that unfortunate girl, Mary
Charming, my heroine."
He was surprised and not particularly pleased to receive a
congratulatory thump between the shoulder-blades as the man
commented on this. "Bravo, lad! That's the game. Give it 'em,
the brutes, give it 'em, hip and thigh!"
The unconventional and familiar tone that Mr. Quirm had
adopted since the exchange of that parcel—and Dud was not
without a shrewd guess as to its contents—especially his use of
the word "lad," thrust our friend towards that repellant vision
of his begetting from which his whole nature recoiled. Had
this fellow known everything then, all the while? Was it for
him that the cemetery people were keeping that grave along-
side of his lost three?
"I must keep my head," he thought as he stood there; and
the extremely uncomfortable intimation slid into his mind that
his mother's lover was, on his side, contemplating putting his
great fist on his shoulder.
This nervous feeling that the man was only waiting to make
the grand revelation that would bring them fatally and finally
together, held No-man spellbound.
"Damn it!" he said to himself, "Fve got to face it, if it is the
truth. And after all, fathers are nothing! It's who your motker

